SWAT Tasks

John Ockerbloom
- Running Meeting on Feb 23rd
- A4.5 - going to get examples of what this function is called in different apps (CGI for example).
- A6.2 – drafting Perl example

Terry
- A1.2 – drafting Cold Fusion example

Susan
- A1.1 – drafting risk wording
- Incorporate team updates into appropriate documents and send to John Lupton for upload to website

Eric
- Definition of Local vs. Server authentication
- Create PennKey Guidelines – initial draft

Doug
- Create language for throttling

Chris
- To send security checklists to Dominic Pasqualino

Dom
- List all the links to the checklists and create a summary document of these lists. It was agreed that we keep this at a high level as not to get away from our purpose to create coding standards versus server security (i.e., system administrators responsibility with the developers responsibility to interact with the system administrator).

ALL
- A1.4 – How to protect yourself
- Overall review of the Technical Standards wording/examples
- Forward all documentation for the Web site to Susan Kennedy for her review and approval
- Consider things we may have missed or items that aren’t included in the OWASP top 10 that we might want to include in our documentation (bring suggestions to the next meeting or email them to the group to think about prior to the next meeting).

To Be Assigned
- A6 Injection Flaws wording